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Abstract (en)
An apparatus for manufacturing molded pulpboards includes a conveyor (5), a plurality of molding devices (4) and a drying device (6). The conveyor
(5) has two opposite sides and upstream and downstream portions. The molding devices (4) are arranged movably adjacent to the opposite sides
and the upstream portion of the conveyor (5). Each of the molding devices (4) has a movable seat (41), a tank (42) disposed on the movable seat
(41), a female mold (43) disposed in the tank (42), a cantilever support (44) connected to the movable seat (41) in a vertically movable position
above the tank (42), a male mold (45) mounted on the cantilever support (44), a first driving device (46) for moving the cantilever support (44)
toward and away from the tank (42) in order to engage and disengage the female and male molds (43, 45), a pickup device (48) mounted on the
cantilever support (44) for transferring a molded pulpboard blank (7) formed on the female mold (43) from the female mold (43) to the conveyor
(5), and a pulp supplying device (47) connected detachably to the tank (42) for supplying an aqueous pulp suspension to the tank (42). The drying
device (6) is disposed adjacent to the downstream portion of the conveyor (5) for drying the molded pulpboard blank (7) on the conveyor (5).
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